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Abstract
Hundreds of millions of multiple choice exams are given every year in the United States. These
exams permit form-filling shift errors, where an absent-minded mismarking displaces a long run of
correct answers. A shift error can substantially alter the exam’s score, and thus invalidate it.
In this paper, we develop algorithms to accurately detect and correct shift errors, while guarantee-
ing few false detections. We propose a shift error model, and probabilistic methods to identify shifted
exam regions.
We describe the results of our search for shift errors in undergraduate Stony Brook exam sets, and
in over 100,000 Scholastic Amplitude Tests. These results suggest that approximately 2% of all tests
contain shift errors. Extrapolating these results over all multiple choice exams and forms leads us to
conclude that exam takers make millions of undetected shift errors each year.
Employing probabilistic shift correcting systems is inherently dangerous. Such systems may be
taken advantage of by clever examinees, who seek to increase the probability of correct guessing.
We conclude our paper with a short study of optimal guessing strategies when faced with a generous
shift error correcting system.
 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Computer-graded multiple choice examinations are a familiar and dreaded part of most
student’s lives. Many test takers are particularly fearful of form-filling shift errors, where
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after absent-mindedly marking the answer to (say) question 32 in position 31, a long run
of answers is successively displaced. Any test-taking strategy where students answer ques-
tions out of sequence, such as answering the easy questions first, seems particularly prone
to creating unrecognized shift errors. Such errors can lead to many correct answers being
marked wrong, and significantly lower the student’s score on an important examination.
Our study of shift-errors suggests that students are right to fear such errors, and that
a non-trivial fraction of multiple-choice exams appears to contain significant shift errors.
In particular, we analyzed a collection of 101,265 Scholastic Amplitude Tests and con-
cluded that approximately 1.8% of the tests contain shift errors that are unrecognized by
the student. These errors cost students up to 210 points on their score, and may substan-
tially reduce their chances for admission at selective colleges. Our study of five sets of
multiple-choice exams given in large undergraduate classes at the State University of New
York, Stony Brook supports this conclusion. We found evidence that between 1–2% of the
Stony Brook students’ papers contained shift errors, each causing the loss of about 10% of
the student’s grade.
If this trend of 1–2% shift errors holds across the hundreds of millions of examinations
and forms administered annually, this is a serious but unrecognized problem. However,
we have developed algorithms to detect and correct for a substantial fraction of such shift
errors with low false detection probability. Our experiments show that these methods can
reliably correct shift-errors, and thus assign a fair score to many otherwise unfairly graded
exams. We believe that our methods should be employed throughout the standardized test-
ing industry.
Our paper is organized as follows, previous work and notation are discussed in Sec-
tion 2. In Section 3 we introduce three different algorithmic approaches based on dynamic
programming, discrepancy theory, and proper patch scoring. In Sections 4 and 5 we dis-
cuss the surprisingly subtle problem of shift error detection. Our approach to solving the
problem involves recognizing and evaluating exam regions of unusually poor performance.
In Section 4 we describe our methods for recognizing such regions, and in Section 5 we de-
scribe our methods for properly evaluating the probability that a given region of unusually
poor performance was shifted. In Section 6 we evaluate the accuracy of the system, and
describe its experimental results. Finally, in Section 7 we begin to study optimal guessing
strategies, when faced with a generous shift-error correcting system. This study leads to an
interesting combinatorial problem on strings. A preliminary version of the paper appeared
in the Eleventh annual Symposium on Combinatorial Pattern Matching [31].
2. Background and related work
The standardized testing industry is a large and growing. In the 1997–1998 academic
year, the Educational Testing Service (ETS) administered 2,000,000 Scholastic Amplitude
Tests, 180,000 paper-based GRE exams [6] and 50,000 TOFEL exams. Companies such
as Scantron and NCS cater to the increasing industrial use of standardized testing for hir-
ing, training, and for supervision purposes. Scantron scans over sixty millions multiple
choice forms [13] per year, while NCS (with revenues over five hundred million dollars in
1999) boasts to capture data from over 200 million documents annually [15], large portion
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of which are marked forms. Roughly 64,000 forms are scanned annually in class exams
at SUNY Stony Brook alone, which extrapolates to perhaps six million per year across
universities in the United States.
Despite an extensive literature search, and discussions with experts in the standard-
ized testing industry, we have uncovered no previous work on algorithmically detect-
ing/correcting student shift-errors, which is likely a consequence of the inherent difficulty
of recognizing shift errors. However, there has been considerable empirical study into
factors affecting student’s answer changing behavior, which can be observed by studying
erasure marks on answer sheets. We are aware of at least 20 studies on answer-changing
in multiple choice exams—the earliest dating back to 1929 [3,4,7,8,10,14,16,17,19–21,
23–26,28,29,33–35]. The aggregate of these studies suggests that roughly 3% of all an-
swers are erased and changed, an unknown fraction of which results from student-detected
shift-errors. Fifteen Studies [3,4,7,16,17,21–23,28,33,35] report that the answer changing
gain/loss ratio per student is higher than 3/1, which suggests that changing answers gen-
erally improves performance.
The best evidence for the frequency of shift errors on standardized tests arises from
studies of student answer-changing behavior conducted by Matter [24]. Matter sought to
identify mismarkings caused by clerical errors in the set of erasures. By analyzing 21,829
erasures on 1903 student exams, Matter confirmed that roughly 3% of all answers were
changed during the exam. Of these, Matter observed 633 runs of 3 or more consecutive
answer changes. Since an assumption of independent errors at this observed rate would be
expected to create no more than 20 such runs, Matter concluded that almost all of these runs
were due to clerical errors. By extrapolating from this data, we conclude that a substantial
fraction of all tests exhibit corrected shift errors. However, a significant problem with
uncorrected shift errors remains even if 90% of all shift errors are appropriately corrected
by students.
There has been considerable study into factors effecting the fairness of multiple-choice
exams. Aamodt et al. [1] examined the effect of the exam taker’s mood on performance,
and concluded that sad exam takers do better than happy ones. Sinclair et al. [30] found
that even the color of the paper can effect performance, and that students with blue answer
sheets outperform those with red answer sheets. Johnston [18] studied the popular belief
that an examinee is better off sticking to their initial hunch and not changing an already
marked answer. After a brief statistical study, he concludes that this belief has no merit.
Harpp et al. [12] studied cheating on 75 different sets of undergraduate university multi-
ple choice exams over 4 years, discovering that at least 10% of examinees copy from one
another. Fortunately, such copying can be almost completely eliminated by creating mul-
tiple versions of each exam. However, Balch [2] and Carlson et al. [5] found that question
ordering affects performance, and in particular that grouping questions by subject leads to
higher scores. Thus creating multiple versions of exams (to combat cheating) may lead to
bias even if all the questions are identical.
The impact of guessing on multiple choice exam scores has also been studied. Differ-
ent approaches have been taken to correct for the effect of guessing. ETS penalizes the
examinee for every wrong answer in an attempt to discourage guessing. Prieto et al. [27]
determined that although the penalizing approach reduces the effects of guessing, it also al-
ters the distribution of scores in the exam. We note that any attempt to discourage guessing
316 S. Skiena, P. Sumazin / Journal of Discrete Algorithms 2 (2004) 313–331Fig. 1. A shift of length l offset by ∆ at position x. The questions intended to be marked in positions x + 1 to
x + l were marked in positions x + ∆ + 1 to x +∆ + l, and random answers were inserted in positions x + 1 to
x + ∆.
should increase the frequency of student shift errors, because each skipped question pro-
vides an opportunity to start a shift. Another approach to minimizing the effect of guessing
is to simply increase the number of alternative answers. Thompson [36] offers a simple
program that calculates the distribution of random scores on an N question exam with α
alternatives per question, thus advising exam writers about the effect of α.
2.1. Notation and shift model
Throughout this paper, we assume that we are given a set of exams and the correct
answer key. Each exam is described by strings of length N on an alphabet Σ , where α =
|Σ|. Unanswered questions are assigned a symbol not in Σ , thus condemning them to
be marked as incorrect in any re-alignment. We let A1A2 . . .AN denote the answer key
and E1E2 . . .EN denote a given student’s exam. The number of exams will be denoted Z.
A patch is a substring EiEi+1 . . .Ej of a given exam E.
Each shift error is defined by three parameters:
• Position—the shift’s starting position.
• Offset—the number of answers/questions skipped.
• Length—the number of miss-marked answers.
An example for a right-shift error is given in Fig. 1. The shift size s = ∆ + l is the
number of potentially incorrect answers in the shifted region. The shift correction problem
can be defined as discovering the most likely intended answer string, given the marked
string.
3. Three approaches to shift detection and correction
Our goal is to discriminate between exams that contain shifted patches, and exams that
do not. There is an inherent trade off between selectivity and specificity; minimizing the
number of false detections while detecting as many real shifts as possible.
The discovery of shifted regions is not a trivial matter. It is clearly inadequate to solve
the problem by simply identifying answer sequences, whose scores increase when shifted.
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Such an approach unfairly rewards poorly performing students and random guessers, who
are more likely to have such sequences by chance. It is equally inadequate to hunt for
large blocks of wrong answers which when shifted become completely correct, since
(a) shifted blocks will have certain correct answers simply by chance, and (b) most stu-
dents have imperfect knowledge and are unlikely to have long blocks of correct answers
even in properly keyed sections of the exam. Thus the problem of detecting shift errors
proves to be surprisingly subtle. Such factors as (1) student’s performance, (2) the difficulty
of the exam, (3) the change in the number of correct/incorrect answers, (4) scoring biases
to encourage or discourage random guessing by examinee, and (5) the specific pattern of
correct answers in the key, all impact our assessment of whether the scoring improvement
of a putative shift is significant.
We have developed three basic approaches to shift-detection, each of which scans an in-
dividual exam, and identifies/scores patches in it that represent potential shifts. The models
differ according to what information they consider in scoring the patches, and are ordered
by increasing sophistication:
• The dynamic programming model performs a standard string alignment between the
answer key and the exam, where the cost of a shift is set high enough to discourage
its use. As detailed within, this method tended to excessively reward poor-performing
students, who are more likely to benefit from random shift corrections.
Aligning two strings so as to minimize the edit distance between them is a common
problem in pattern matching, and used as a classic illustration of dynamic program-
ming [11]. An N × N matrix is constructed where element (i, j) reflects the cost of
the optimal alignment between the first i characters of E and the first j characters of
A, as depicted in Fig. 2.
Every possible alignment is represented as a monotonically non-increasing path from
the upper left corner to the lower-right corner of the matrix. We penalize for each shift,
seeking to make deviations from the main diagonal expensive enough to avoid false
Fig. 2. Viewing a shift as a path in the alignment matrix.
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detections. The path associated with a shift lies along the main diagonal for x steps,
then jumps vertically up or down for ∆ steps, it continues along this diagonal for l
steps before returning to the main diagonal via a vertical jump. Since shift errors are
assumed to be rare, we assume that at most one such shift can occur in any exam, and
further encourage short ∆ and long l in that single deviation.
• The single scan model probabilistically analyzes each patch of a given exam to deter-
mine the likelihood for a student with this score to have a patch with the given number
of errors and the given improvement. This model assumes that higher-scoring students
are unlikely to have short poor-scoring patches, and that any such patch is more likely
to be meaningful than one that is made by a lower-scoring student.
We precompute the student’s score T assuming no shift errors. Now given T , we use
a probabilistic machine (discussed in Section 4) that calculates the probability that a
patch of size n has a given number of wrong answers. Using predetermined probability
thresholds based on T , we can then declare that any patch of length n with k or more
wrong answers in them is suspicious. We will refer to a set of probability thresholds
as the detection level, and explore several such levels in this paper. We then test each
suspicious patch individually to determine the effect of the putative shift on the exam
score. We accept only those whose improvement is deemed sufficiently unlikely to
justify identifying it as a shift (discussed in Section 5). This method uses O(Nn) space
and requires O(Nn2) operations in the worst case.
• The double scan model extends the single scan model by assuming that we also know
the probability distribution of each answer for each question by the entire class. Ob-
taining this information requires an initial pass through all exams prior to assigning
grades to any of them. We can augment our probability model to take advantage of
this information, since a patch of relatively easy questions is less likely to contain
many errors, and so a poor score on this patch is more suggestive of a shift.
Two special factors can be incorporated into any of these models. Blank rewarding reduces
the detection level requirements for regions neighboring unanswered questions. This ap-
proach assumes that shift errors are more likely around blank answers. Suspicious Patch
Scoring analyzes the answer key to determine the likelihood that the given answer sequence
has the same distribution as a random answer sequence. This approach assumes that shifted
answer sequences should have scores similar to random sequences.
4. Discovering suspicious patches
Consider the characterization of each exam E with a binary string of length N , where 0
denotes a correct answer and 1 an incorrect answer. We term a patch suspicious if it con-
tains an unusually large number of 1s. Let P(N,n, k,m) denote the probability that such
a binary string of length N with m 0s contains a patch of length n with at least k 1s. For
the single scan model, this P(N,n, k,m) is sufficient to evaluate whether a patch is suspi-
cious. For the double scan model we add question bias to the calculation of P(N,n, k,m).
Fig. 3 illustrates the effect that the students score T and the length of the exam N have on
our ability to detect shifts.
S. Skiena, P. Sumazin / Journal of Discrete Algorithms 2 (2004) 313–331 319Fig. 3. The probability of having an n length patch with k wrong answers. The top row measures exams with
N = 50, while the bottom row exams with N = 100. Student performance varies from left to right along each
row as T = 60%, 70%, 80%, and 90%. Detectable shifts appear in the dark areas on the right of each figure.
4.1. Computing P(N,n, k,m)
Computing P(N,n, k,m) can be done in O(N2n) time by building an appropriate
automaton, which simulates a traversal of all possible binary strings of length N . Ac-
cording to the recurrence given in (2) where P(N,n, k,m) = Probn(N, k) having (1) as
a termination condition, Prob(EN−n) = (N − m)/N the probability that EN−n is 1, and
I (EN) ∈ {0,1} the identity of the N th element. In order to supply I (EN) the automaton
must retain as states all binary strings of length n for every stage in the traversal, giving a
total of (N − n)2n states.
(1)Probn(n − 1, x) = 1 ∀x,
Probn(N, k) = Probn(N − 1, k + 1) ·
(
1 − Prob(EN−n)
) · I (EN)
+ Probn(N − 1, k − 1) · Prob(EN−n) ·
(
1 − I (EN)
)
+ Probn(N − 1, k) ·
(
1 − Prob(EN−n)
) · (1 − I (EN))
(2)+ Probn(N − 1, k) · Prob(EN−n) · I (EN).
To avoid the complexity of computing the full automata for large n, we can approxi-
mate I (EN). Rather than maintaining the entire n length string, we will count the number
of 1s. This method reduces the number of states to n(N − n) and produces an approxi-
mation that is not constant but is very good in practice, as shown in Fig. 4. Observe that
particularly when the probabilities are small, the two methods give similar results. We are
less interested in large values of these probabilities, since sequences of high probability are
commonplace and are unlikely to be shifts.
4.2. Finding suspicious patches in the double scan model
In the double scan model, we adjust the suspicious patch probabilities with respect to
the difficulty of each question. First, we compute the probabilities Q1,Q2, . . . ,QN that a
320 S. Skiena, P. Sumazin / Journal of Discrete Algorithms 2 (2004) 313–331Fig. 4. The probability that answer sequences of length 5, 6, 8, 10 in an exam with N = 50 and T = 60% have at
least a given number of errors. Calculated by the full automata and the approximate automata.
random member of the class answered each question correctly, assuming no shift errors. We
now adjust these probabilities to reflect the differences between students. For each exam
Ei we find a single constant Ci such that
∑N
j=1 Ci · Qj = Ti · N . Given this constant,
we model the probability that student i correctly answered question j as min(Ci · Qj ,1).
Using these probabilities, we can calculate the expected average of a patch s, denoted Es .
The relative level of difficulty of this patch s is then Es/Ti for student i . We adjust the
suspicious patch probability according to this level of difficulty. Patches of low average
will now have stricter suspicion thresholds than patches of high average.
5. Suspicious patch scoring
Suspicious patch detection discovers patches that appear likely to be shifts, but by itself
it is not an effective discriminator. We use suspicious patch detection in conjunction with
a second probabilistic system which we call suspicious patch scoring, which adds another
layer of discrimination. Suspicious patch scoring is based on the observation that an inter-
esting shift must transform a nonrandom set of answers into a lower-scoring random set of
answers.
5.1. The independent probability method
We assume that a shifted block of answers represents a random sequence, since each
answer was intended for a neighboring position. The probability that a block of length N
on alphabet α yields at least B (shift benefit) correct answers is well defined and computed
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5.2. The answer key dependent model
The independent model does not exploit all information we have about the benefit prob-
ability of a shifted patch. Consider a true-false exam (α = 2) whose answer key alternates
true and false. Any patch with zero score will yield a high benefit when shifted, and will
be considered shifted by the independent model, so the independent probability model will
score these events as rarer than they in fact are. Our answer sequence dependent model
takes in account the structure of the answer key, as well as the size of the alphabet. This
model is based on the following recurrence, in which Prob(S,B) = Prob(N,B,α) where
the patch begins at position S − N + 1 and ends at position S, and Prob(0,B) = 0 for
B = 0, Prob(0,B) = 1 otherwise:
Prob(S,B) = Prob(S|S| = A|S|+1) · Prob(S − 1,B)
(4)+ Prob(S|S| = A|S|+1) · Prob(S − 1,B − 1),
where
Prob(Ai+1 = Si) = Prob(Si = Ai | Ai = Ai+1)
(5)+ 1
α − 1 · Prob(Si = Ai | Ai = Ai+1),
(6)Prob(Ai+1 = Si) = Prob(Si = Ai | Ai = Ai+1) + Prob(Si = Ai | Ai = Ai+1).
6. Experimental results
Our experiments were performed on 2 different tests sets. The first is a set of five dif-
ferent scanned multiple-choice exam sets given at Stony Brook, a total of 684 papers. The
characteristics of the five exams are reported in Table 1; they differ significantly in length,
alphabet, and difficulty. The second is a set of 101,265 Scholastic Amplitude Tests (SAT)
Table 1
Some properties of the Stony Brook exams set: number of questions, alpha-
bet size, the number of examinees and the average score
Questions Alphabet Students Average (%)
Exam 1 33 5 204 81.4
Exam 2 50 5 204 70.7
Exam 3 50 4 101 68.5
Exam 4 50 5 66 65.4
Exam 5 30 4 109 61.8
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Table 2
Some properties of the Scholastic Amplitude Tests set: number of questions,
alphabet size, the number of examinees and the average score
Questions Alphabet Students Average (%)
Verbal 1 35 5 101265 55.1
Verbal 2 31 5 101265 60.4
Verbal 3 12 5 101265 54.0
Math 4 25 5 101265 58.6
Math 5 15 5 101265 63.5
Math 6 10 5 101265 56.4
from the October 1998 SAT administration by Educational Testing Service (ETS) and pub-
lished on ETS’s public use tape. An extensive study of shift errors in this set is presented
in [32]. Each test is composed of three verbal multiple choice exams, three math multiple
choice exams and a math open questions exam. Our experiments address shift detection and
correction in the six multiple choice exams, whose characteristics are reported in Table 2.
In our experiments, we used the double scan model in conjunction with the blank
rewarding and the suspicious patch scoring models. These models provide independent
probability measures for shift existence, and together prove to be very effective discrimi-
nators. In practice, the double scan model performs only slightly better than the single scan
model, and the blank rewarding model in fact adds few detections, so these complications
could be eliminated without seriously reducing the performance of our system. Our goal
is to identify the correct detection level to detect a large subset of the exams that contain
shift errors, while minimizing the number of false detections. Choosing the detection level
would be easy if we knew a priori the expected number of such errors, but no such guid-
ance is provided by the existing standardized testing literature. Here we report our results
using three different detection levels:
1. Permissive detection. We believe that applying the system on the Stony Brook exams
set at this detection level admits no false detections. At this detection level 1.2% or 8
out of 684 Stony Brook exams were detected. The experiments conducted on the SAT
data support the claim that over 2% of test takers have shift errors in their test, but the
experiments suggest that a different detection level is more appropriate for the SAT.
Based on both our eye-balling of SAT shifts detected at this level, and a statistical
analysis we came to the conclusion that this detection level is too permissive to be
used on the SAT and is biased to excessively reward poor performing students. At this
detection level 3611 Scholastic Amplitude Tests were detected, and we believe that
approximately one out of every four is a false detection.
2. Proper detection. We argue that this detection level admits very few false detections,
while capturing a substantial fraction of all harmful shift errors. The choice of this
detection level, which identifies 902 Scholastic Amplitude Tests, was supported by all
three assessment measures, to be discussed later in the section.
3. Restrictive detection. At this level, we identify shift errors in only 159 Scholastic Am-
plitude Tests. Based on our eye-balling of the tests at this level, we are confident that
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our system admits almost no false detections, but provides an inadequately low detec-
tion probability.
6.1. Determining the quality of detection
In order to simulate shift errors we picked random patches of each exam and performed
shifts in them, producing l-shifts of each exam, for 3  l  10. For simplicity, we limit
attention to shifts with ∆ = ±1, where each exam contains at most one shift error.
By evaluating our proposed detection level on this synthetic data we can evaluate detec-
tion accuracy, provided our synthetic shifts accurately model student’s errors. Our system
seeks to differentiate between the original exams and their shifted offsprings.
As shown in Table 3, the dynamic programming method is significantly less sensitive
at detecting shifts than both the single and double scan methods. The double-scan method
Table 3
Detection performance of shifts length 3 to 10 using the dynamic program-
ming, single scan and double scan models at the permissive detection level
for the 5 Stony Brook exams tested. Detection at shift length 0 means that
there were shifts in the original exam
Dynamic prog Exam 1 Exam 2 Exam 3 Exam 4 Exam 5
0 .010 .000 .018 .010 .000
3 .016 .004 .027 .023 .015
4 .028 .012 .035 .029 .018
5 .048 .034 .052 .036 .033
6 .083 .098 .084 .043 .040
7 .133 .169 .144 .060 .055
8 .212 .263 .208 .105 .096
9 .266 .366 .253 .148 .145
10 .326 .456 .314 .216 .209
Single scan Exam 1 Exam 2 Exam 3 Exam 4 Exam 5
0 .019 .000 .010 .015 .019
3 .429 .171 .209 .127 .128
4 .638 .321 .342 .258 .233
5 .743 .453 .463 .376 .353
6 .836 .611 .584 .498 .470
7 .883 .696 .674 .587 .566
8 .911 .766 .739 .702 .650
9 .929 .809 .789 .752 .713
10 .943 .842 .817 .797 .750
Double scan Exam 1 Exam 2 Exam 3 Exam 4 Exam 5
0 .019 .000 .010 .015 .019
3 .446 .178 .211 .137 .138
4 .649 .334 .352 .268 .246
5 .759 .470 .476 .389 .366
6 .839 .620 .587 .503 .477
7 .884 .700 .675 .595 .570
8 .913 .768 .740 .704 .656
9 .930 .813 .789 .754 .718
10 .943 .843 .818 .801 .755
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performed slightly better than the single-scan method, but probably not enough to justify
the added complexity.
Table 3 only begins to tell us about our rate of success in detecting shifts. In order to
understand our detection ability we need to compare and see which shifts we are able to
detect and which we are not. We compare the double scan detection ability at the different
detection levels depending on the number of correct answers lost. At our proper detection
level we detect only 74.6% of shifts of 10 answers. A through analysis of the synthetic
shifts which cause a loss greater than 2 questions reveals that at the permissive level we
detect 87% of the shifts. At the proper detection level we still detect 79% of these shifts, but
at the restrictive level our detection rate falls to 52%. Our detection probability of detecting
shifts which cause a loss greater than 3 questions increases to 97%, 93% and 69% at the
permissive, proper and restrictive levels respectively.
6.2. Corrected exams analysis
To get an accurate estimation of the number of shift errors, and the number of false de-
tections made at different detection levels, we use three orthogonal methods of assessment:
1. Eye-balling. At each detection level, we looked at the detected exams and decided how
much they appeared to us to be legitimate shift errors. Eye-balling the detected exams
from the Stony Brook exam set is not difficult since the number of exams is small.
All such detected shifts (at the permissive detection level) are given in Table 4—we
believe that each of these are likely to be a genuine shift error, since the yield score is
consistent with the student’s performance on the unshifted portion of the exam.
Representatives of the Eye-balling approach at the proper detection level from the SAT
set are presented in Tables 5, 6, and 7. The tables illustrate, for a given detection level,
the most convincing shifts, typical shifts, and the least convincing shifts, respectively.
Inspection of the representative shifts at the proper detection level will help the reader
evaluate the detection level decision. To our eye, there is little difference between the
Table 4
The shifts that were detected and corrected in the Stony Brook exam set. Patch scores are the correct answers in
the original vs. corrected patch, and final scores are the original vs. corrected exam scores
Exam Exam 1 Exam 1 Exam 1 Exam 1 Exam 4
Answer key CBDCB ACBDCB DCBA DABBBA ABCBCBBDE
Student’s answer BDDBC CBAABD ADCB ABBBAD CBBCDCABD
Corrected answer BDDB CBAAB DCB ABBBA BBCDCABD
Patch scores (B/A) 1/3 0/3 0/3 2/5 1/5
Final scores (B/A) 85%/92% 85%/95% 79%/89% 73%/83% 72%/80%
Exam Exam 3 Exam 5 Exam 5
Answer key AABCCBACBADCBDCB BBDDBBCCADBDAC BCCADBDA
Student’s answer ABCCCABBADDCDCBA DABDCABBCAABDB BBCAADBD
Corrected answer ABCCCABBADDCDCB ABDCABBCAABDB BCAADBD
Patch scores (B/A) 5/11 1/7 2/5
Final scores (B/A) 30%/42% 17%/37% 73%/83%
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Table 5
Most convincing shift errors detected within the SAT set using the proper detection level
Answer key ECDAC AADEEEBBBCB ECEECBCBBBE EECBCBBB
Student’s answer CDAC EAADEEEBBBC CEECBCBBBED BEECBCBB
Corrected answer CDAC AADEEEBBBC CEECBCBBBE EECBCBB
Original score 690 590 560 640
Corrected score 740 630 610 670
Answer key AADEEEB AADEEEBBBCB EECBCBBBED DDEBCEBCDBA
Student’s answer AAADEEE ADEEEBBBCBC ECBCBBBED CDDEBCBBCDB
Corrected answer AADEEE ADEEEBBBCB ECBCBBBED DDEBCBBCDB
Original score 630 470 430 350
Corrected score 640 510 480 410
Table 6
Moderately convincing shift errors detected within the SAT set using the proper detection level
Answer key ACDDCB EBCDBABE BCEBCDBABE EDDDBAACDDCBEB
Student’s answer CDDCBE DEBCDBCB CBABDCDBAB AEDDDBECCDDCBE
Corrected answer CDDCB EBCDBCB BABDCDBAB EDDDBECCDDCBE
Original score 640 510 560 380
Corrected score 680 550 600 430
Answer key ADEEEBBB BEAACDDEBCEBCDBA CDDEBCE CDDEBCEBCDBAB
Student’s answer CADEEEBB ABEBDCADEBDEBACB CCDEBC DCADEBCABDDBA
Corrected answer ADEEEBB BEBDCADEBDEBACB CCDEBC CADEBCABDDBA
Original score 390 350 210 200
Corrected score 420 390 330 310
Table 7
Least convincing shift errors detected within the SAT set using the proper detection level
Answer key BEBADAAD CEBCDB BADA ADAADEEEBBBCB
Student’s answer EBBDAADD ECEBCD ADAA ACAADEEABBBC
Corrected answer EBBDAAD CEBCD ADA ACAADEEABBBC
Original score 560 520 540 460
Corrected score 590 550 550 490
Answer key BCEDDDBAA BEAACDDEBC BCEBCDBABE AAEDCDB
Student’s answer ABCEBDDBA ABEDACDDEB CBCEBCDCCB AEDCDBE
Corrected answer BCEBDDBA BEDACDDEB BCEBCDCCB AEDCDB
Original score 420 350 260 330
Corrected score 460 410 330 370
most and least convincing shifts at this detection level. Eye-balling alone is too sub-
jective a measure, and is insufficient to base conclusions on. Furthermore, relying on
Eye-balling for detection level determination is infeasible when the number of exams
is large as is the case of the SAT set. Fortunately the size of the SAT set allows us to
make some statistical inferences.
2. Distributional methods. We make the simplifying assumption that students are equally
likely to make shift errors independent of their exam performance. This assumption
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is realistic since high performing students are less likely to make shift errors, but
shift errors made by high performing students are easier to accurately distinguish from
random noise than shift errors made by low performing students. Conversely, low per-
forming students are more likely to have exams whose scores will improve by arbitrary
shifts.
Thus one measure of a correct detection level is if the corrected exams scores are
indistinguishable from the full population of test takers. Figs. 5 and 6 compare the
three detection levels using distributional methods, by presenting a histogram of the
SAT score frequencies of the corrected tests in each pool and the SAT score frequencies
of all uncorrected tests. Our proposed proper detection level is unbiased in favor or
against low-performing students, as compared to the two other detection levels. We use
a chi-square test to verify that the corrected answers scores are of a distribution similar
to the distribution of the original and uncorrected scores of all students at the proper
detection level. The results of the test are given in Fig. 7. These results validate our
observation that the distribution of the corrected exams scores at the proper detection
level is similar to the distribution of the uncorrected exam scores. Our shift detection
Fig. 5. The score distribution of the corrected SAT test sets at the three different levels of detection (the number of
tests at a given score range). The top dotted bar area represents corrections of 50 or more points. The leftmost dis-
tribution, restrictive (159 tests), detects too few low-scoring tests; rightmost, permissive (3611 tests), detects too
many low-scoring tests; center distribution, proper (902 tests), most closely resembles the complete uncorrected
tests-scores distribution below.
Fig. 6. On the left is the frequency distribution of all uncorrected SAT tests. On the right we present a comparison
of the frequency distribution of the corrected SAT tests at the restrictive, proper and permissive levels together
with the frequency distribution of all uncorrected tests. The proper detection level strikes the correct balance
between high and low scoring students. The scales of each plot were altered to allow for comparison.
S. Skiena, P. Sumazin / Journal of Discrete Algorithms 2 (2004) 313–331 327Fig. 7. We chart the probability that the uncorrected SAT scores distribution has a greater chi value than the
corrected SAT scores distribution at various detection levels. Every SAT contains 3 verbal and 3 math multiple
choice exams. Here we present charts for the longest math and the longest verbal exams. Approximately half of
all corrected shifts occurred in these two exams. The chi square test validates the observation that the distribution
of the corrected exams scores at the proper detection level is similar to the distribution of the uncorrected exam
scores.
methods are more efficient on shorter and easier exams, but shorter exams are less
likely to contain shift errors.
6.3. Conclusions from the experimental study
In this study, we have demonstrated that a non-trivial percentage of tests have their
accuracy reduced by shift errors.
By combining the data from the quality of detection analysis and Corrected exam analy-
sis we can estimate the true quantity of shifted tests within the SAT set in our possession
to be roughly 1830, or 1.8% of the total number of the SAT tests. Some of these shifts may
be devastating to the academic future of their examinees. The experiments conducted on
Stony Brook exams support this result as well, suggesting that approximately 2% of the
exam set contains shift errors. When considering the size of the entire standardized test-
ing industry, we must conclude that millions of tests and forms filled yearly in the United
States contain shift errors.
Further, we have shown that a substantial fraction of shift errors can be reliably detected
and corrected using our methods. We believe that our proposed proper detection level is
still overly restrictive, however it seems safest to err on the conservative side to minimize
the risk of awarding students credit they do not deserve. Fairness dictates that standardized
testing organizations should incorporate such methods into their grading procedures. We
are seeking to work with such organizations to help do this in a fair and accurate manner,
based on our experiences.
7. Adversary strategies and adaptability
It is possible for a clever but devious student to increase their exam score by taking
advantage of the shift-correction machinery described in this paper. For example, a student
who is very confident in her answers for a sequence of questions but must guess the answers
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for all of a preceding run of questions may find it reasonable to deliberately shift sequence
of correct answers. Assuming the system discovers the shift, it may find it advantageous to
also shift some of the guesses, thus in effect giving two chances for each guess.
Suppose multiple-choice examinations were graded to compensate as generously as
possible for potential shift errors, by awarding as the score the length of the longest-
common subsequence between the student’s paper and the correct answers. How should
a clever but illiterate student answer so as to maximize her expected score? Through com-
puter searches, we provide new bounds in the quest for what Dancik [9] terms the most
adaptable sequence.
7.1. Adaptability
The expected score of any randomly filled n-question exam is clearly n/α. However this
expected score will increase if one employs too generous a method to correct for possible
shift errors. Finding the expected random-exam score for the best guessing method will
give an upper bound on the success of clever but illiterate students, when faced with a shift
correcting system.
We consider the interesting problem of determining the “right” way to “randomly” an-
swer questions if the most generous possible method of shift correction is employed. We
use the terminology developed by Dancik [9]. The adaptability of a string S is the expected
length of the longest common subsequence of S and R relative to n = |S| = |R|, where R






It follows that adaptability(S)  1/α, since the length of the LCS is at least as large
as the Hamming distance between two strings. We will be interested in adaptabilityα(n),
the maximum adaptability over all strings length n on an alphabet of size α. Observe that
a string’s adaptability increases monotonically with n toward a limit. Let AB denote the
concatenation of strings A and B . Note that the adaptability(SS)  adaptability(S) since
LCS(SS,AB) LCS(S,A) + LCS(S,B) for all S, A, and B . The question identifying the
highest adaptability string for infinite exams has been considered by Dancik [9]. Using
approximating automata, he determined upper and lower bounds on maximum adaptability
limn→∞ adaptabilityα(n) for small alphabet sizes (Table 8). Further, Dancik conjectured
Table 8
Lower and upper bounds on maximum adaptability
for small alphabets [9]
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Table 9
The strings of highest adaptability for a given length. Their complement
string (not listed) is of the same adaptability
Length Adaptability Highest adaptability strings
2 0.6250 01
3 0.6667 010
4 0.6875 0110 0101
5 0.7000 01101 01010 01001
6 0.7161 011001
7 0.7232 0110010 0100110
8 0.7344 01100110
9 0.7376 011001101 010011001
10 0.7453 0110100110 0110010110
11 0.7482 01101001101 01001101001
12 0.7542 011001011001
13 0.7562 0110010110010 0100110100110
14 0.7602 01101001011001 01100101101001
15 0.7618 011001011010010 010010110100110
16 0.7658 0110010110100110
Table 10
The adaptability of 4 high adaptability strings according to length. The string of highest adaptability
for each length appears in bold
Length\string (01)∗ (0110010110100110)∗ (01101001011001)∗ (01101001)∗
16 0.7344 0.7658 0.7643 0.7649
17 0.7353 0.7631 0.7618 0.7662
18 0.7361 0.7688 0.7684 0.7686
19 0.7368 0.7663 0.7692 0.7669
20 0.7375 0.7713 0.7712 0.7726
21 0.7381 0.7687 0.7697 0.7734
22 0.7386 0.7731 0.7748 0.7751
23 0.7391 0.7736 0.7754 0.7735
24 0.7396 0.7750 0.7770 0.7780
25 0.7400 0.7730 0.7756 0.7784
26 0.7404 0.7775 0.7797 0.7797
27 0.7407 0.7781 0.7786 0.7783
28 0.7411 0.7793 0.7819 0.7820
29 0.7414 0.7782 0.7821 0.7823
30 0.7417 0.7817 0.7830 0.7833
31 0.7419 0.7808 0.7813 0.7819
32 0.7422 0.7837 0.7844 0.7850
that the string L = (01101001)∗ is the string of maximum adaptability, i.e., the best guesses
for our student to make in long exams.
Here, we report the results of a computer search for higher adaptability strings. Table 9
reports the highest adaptability strings of length up 16. Table 10 lists the adaptability of
four interesting sets of strings from lengths 16 to 32. These are (01)∗, L, and repetitions
of the optimal strings of length 14 and 16. The string defined by (01)∗ performs poorly in
comparison to the others. Although we found strings for specific lengths that where were
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better than L, we were unable to find a regular expression that has higher adaptability than
L for all or for most strings of length 8 or more. L appears to beat simple alternating forms
like (01)∗ because it can exploit the longer runs of identical characters which become
more likely as length increases. We conjecture that the language of maximum adaptability
strings is not regular.
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